10D Guizhou Romance Cultural Tour
TOUR CODE: KWE10C

Highlights:
Biggest waterfall in Asia-Huangguoshu waterfall,Tianxing cave,Tianxing bridge
Most beautiful canyon with flying waterfalls-Maling River canyon
Longest underground water cave-the Dragon Palace Cave
Cultural experience- enjoying dancing and singing of Miao nationality
Cultural ancient town-Tianlong old fortress + Culture Show of bouyi nationality
Inclusive The largest Miao stockade village in China: Xijiang Miao stockade village of one thousand
households

Featured delicacies: Guiyang sour soup fish, Huangguoshu local chicken, yaoshan in Anshun, snacks and
toast duck in Xingyi.
Accommodation :Best hotel in each city
D1: Singapore

Guangzhou(or Chengdu)

Guiyang (MOB, D)

Today taking flight to Guangzhou (or Chengdu). Upon arrival, take a domestic flight to Guiyang city which is known as the
forest city. After dinner, we’ll head back to hotel.

D2: Guiyang/KaiLi / Xijiang Miao stockade village (B/L/D)
Today proccees to Kaili, it will leave you an overall view of the ethnic costume in Guizhou. A short drive along the Bala River
will take us to the Xijiang Miao stockade village which is known for one thousand households. a subgroup of Miao
ethnic minority group, a real gem with traditional wooden houses and waterwheels. We will then have a dinner with local
people and gain a better understanding of life and customs in their area.

D3: Kaili/Libo (Da Qi Kong Scenic Spot) (B/L/D)
After breakfast, proceed to Libo. Popular attractions here include Maolan Karst Forest Nature Reserve and the Daqikong

and Xiaoqikong Scenic Zones.Visit the famous antique bridge of Da Qi Kong. See the structure and how magnificient it is.
Visit the narrow valley and the vast forest. At night, we will return to Libo.

D4: Xiao Qikong Scenic Zone/Libo (B/L/D)
Libo, is filled with colourful scences. Combining waterfalls, rapids, underground rivers, lakes, canyons and lining caves with
forests, it forms the natural beauty of secluded, lofty and elegant scene. The main scenic spot, Xiao Qikong Scenic Zone, holds
the world’s only existing prime forests in a karst landform on that latitude. The forests cover an area of 22.8sq kilometers and
offers many scenic spots, including waterfalls, limestone caves and Mandarin Duck Lake. Hongfeng lake is beautiful especially
during the autumn period as the maple leave turn red like fire.

D5:Libo /Qingyan Ancient Town/ Guiyang (B/L/D)
In the morning, coach to Qingyan Ancient Town via Guiyang. Qingyan Ancient Town, one of the most famous

historical and cultural towns in Guizhou Province, lies in the southern suburb of Guiyang. As an ancient town,
covering an area of 741 acres, Qingyan Town was originally built in 1378. Nowadays, because of its long history
and strong cultural atmosphere, Qingyan Ancient Town has become an attractive destination for numerous domestic
and foreign tourists.

D6:Guiyang/Anshun/Huangguoshu Scenic Spots/Tianxing Bridge Scenic Spot/Xingyi (B/L/D)
Huangguoshu scenic spots gather mountain, water, falls, cave, spices and forest, therefore it is renowned as Carst culture
museum, the sturdiness of magnificent waterfall can be viewed and enjoyed from waterfall-touching deck, the rainbows can be
seen in sunny days. Tianxing Bridge is charactered with many kinds of landscapes and strange hills and cactus plants.

D7: Xingyi/ Maling River Canyon

(B/L/D)

Maling River Canyon is split apart by Yanshan location about 700 thousand years ago with a length of 75 kilometers, the best
of which is gathered in Tianxing Gallery, torrents of 30 waterfalls and flood season falls pour down thunderously, forming an
amazing view, the tremendous vapour elegantly shows off its gorgeous rainbows against the background of ochre cliffs,
winding for several miles, magnificent. so it is regarded as “the most beautiful wound on earth”.

D8: Xingyi/ The 100 Thousands of Hills/ Dragon Palace Cave (B/L/D)
Today taking bus to Xingyi ,on the way ,visiting Huajiang Grand Canyon which is the biggest one ,1000 deep,80 kilometers
long and 3000 wide with a total of 300 thousands square kilometers .then going to Xingyi, the capital city of southwest Miao
and Bouyi autonomous prefecture .then visiting The 100 thousands of hills which is very typical carst basin and valley
physiognomy, 2/3 of square

kilometers in Xingyi is covered , numerous hills gather here just like hills forests ,boundless and

vigorous.

D9: Dragon Palace Cave/Anshun/Guiyang (B/L/D)
Dragon Palace Cave is a scenic spot with typical Carst landscape and religious sight, hardly seen gathering with water,
mountain , caves, waterfall, stream, lake and stone, mainly refers to over 90 karst caves linked up like a chain of beads that run
through 20 hilltops. Within 4000-metre-long caves there are also underground carst caves. Then to Xuantang area, water flows
circling in a pool all the year round ,a big Buddhists Statue also can be worshipped for your luckiness. After a long day of
walking, we are then check in to a hotspring resort and you can enjoy the facilities for a relaxing night.

D10: Guiyang

Guangzhou (Chengdu)

Singapore

(B/L)

After breakfast, visit Qian Ling Park, one of the noted gardens on the Guizhou plateau, it boasts clear waters, green
mountains, tranquil forests and old temples. Hongfu temple – one of the largest temple of Zen Buddhism in Guizhou Province.
It features majesty and sobriety. Hongfu means to develop Buddha’s spirits and to benefit mankind. Next is the landmark of
Guiyang – Jiaxiu Tower is also known as the First Scholar’s Tower. It is situated on Fuyu Bridge over the Nanming River. The
tower is magnificent and unique, and of great culture significance in Guiyang. After lunch, we will take a domestic flight to
Chengdu before heading back to Singapore.

Remarks: No Shopping Tour
Prices are subject to changes without prior notice.
Please note that the sequence of the itinerary is subject to changes due to the weather condition.

